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Abst ract .  We look at linear cellular automata (CA's) which accept an input if and only if at some 
time during the computation all the processors in the array are in accepting states. We prove that 
there are noncontext-free languages that are accepted by CA's in O(log n) time. Moreover, this 
is the best possible since o(log n) time CA's can accept only regular sets. We show that one-way 
CA's operating in T(n) time can be simulated by CA's in ½(T(n)+ 1) time. As a corollary, CA's 
can accept he linear, Dyck, and bracketed context-free languages in ½(n + 1) time, which is again 
optimal. We also study CA's with other modes of acceptance and derive results concerning 
speed-up, hierarchy, etcetera. 
Key words. Cellular automaton, constant time, log n time, context-free language. 
1. Introduction 
A bounded two-way cellular automaton (CA) is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of an 
array of n identical finite-state machines (nodes) that operate synchronously at 
discrete time steps by means of a common clock (not shown in the figure). The 
input string a la2 . . ,  a,, where ai is in the finite input alphabet I ,  is applied in 
parallel to the input terminals of the nodes of the array at time 0; after time 0, the 
nodes get ,~'s at their input terminals. The state and outputs of each node at time 
t depends on its state and_ inputs at time t -1 .  (For the leftmost (rightmost) node 
of the array, we assume that the left (right) input is always A.) At time 0, each 
machine is in a distinguished start state qo, with its outputs set to ,~. The leftmost 
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Fig. 1. A CA. Fig. 2. An OCA. 
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node is the only accepting node. We define the time complexity of the CA in terms 
of acceptance of the input string. We say that input ala2.., an is accepted by the 
CA within time T(n) if the leftmost node enters an accepting state within T(n) 
steps. A one-way CA (OCA) is defined just like a CA, except hat the communication 
between odes is only one-way (see Fig. 2). 
From the definition of the CA, it is evident hat, except in trivial cases, the time 
T(n) required to accept an input of length n is at least n, i.e., real-time. (If T(n) < n, 
then some suffix of the input does not affect he outcome of the computation of the 
accepting node.) However, by redefining the manner by which an input string is 
accepted by the CA, language recognition in time less than real-time becomes 
possible. One way of achieving this is as follows. Let us say that an input is accepted 
by the CA if and only if at some time step all machines of the array are in accepting 
states. We say that the input al . . .  an is accepted within time T(n) if all nodes are 
in accepting states at some time t <<- T(n). We shall denote a CA accepting in the 
manner just described by ACA (the "A" means that all nodes must simultaneously 
be in accepting states for the input to be accepted). A one-way ACA (OACA) is 
defined similarly. There are other modes of acceptance which will be discussed later. 
Prior work on ACA's can be found in [1, 7, 9]. In [7] it was shown that ACA's 
can be simulated (not necessarily in real-time) by CA's, and vice versa. While this 
is the case, ACA's are interesting in their own right, because they are 'fast' language 
acceptors. For instance, it was shown in [9] that there are nontrivial anguages 
accepted by ACA's in constant time. An example is ((ab)mlm >>-1}. In [9] it was 
also remarked that every regular language can be accepted by an ACA in linear time. 
The converse is not true since the language L = {anb"c '~ In >i 1} is ACA-recognizable 
in linear time, but is not regular. However, [9] mentions that it is not known which 
languages can be recognized by ACA's in T(n) time, where T(n) is a function 
belonging to some class intermediate between the constant and linear functions. 
In this paper we show the following results, which answer some of the questions 
posed in [9]. 
(1) There are noncontext-free languages that can be recognized in O(log n) time 
by ACA's (in fact, by OACA's). 
(2) Languages accepted by ACA's in o(log n) time are regular. 
(3) Languages accepted by OACA's in T(n) time can be accepted by ACA's in 
½(T(n) + 1) time. Since the linear, Dyck, and bracketed context-free languages can 
be accepted by OCA's (and, hence, by OACA's) in real-time [2, 8], it follows that 
ACA's can accept hese languages in ½(n + 1) time, and this is optimal. 
Other results (speed-up, hierarchy, etc.) concerning CA's with other modes of 
acceptance are given in Section 3. For example, let an ECA be a CA which accepts 
the input if at least one node is in an accepting state. We show that an ECA operating 
in ½(n + 1) + R (n) time, R (n) >I 0, can be sped up to operate in time ½(n + 1) + R (n)/k, 
for every positive integer k. Previous speed-up results are weaker (see, e.g. [8]), 
because they employ the standard technique of packing and simulation. Packing 
involves synchronization (using a variant of the firing squad algorithm) and takes 
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extra time. Moreover, the technique only works for CA's with two-way communica- 
tion lines. Here, we use a technique that does not make use of the firing squad 
algorithm and at the same time gives a stronger speed-up result. More importantly, 
our technique also works for CA's with one-way communication lines. 
2. ACA's and OACA's 
We assume, without loss of generality, that the leftmost and rightmost nodes of 
an ACA have start states different from all other (internal) nodes. (Note that we 
can always make all start states identical since, after time 1, only the leftmost 
(rightmost) node of an ACA has a left (right) input which is A. Hence, after time 
1, each node can tell from its inputs whether it is the leftmost node, the rightmost 
node, or an internal node of the array.) We make the same assumption for an OACA. 
To simplify the proofs it is convenient to introduce a sequential machine which 
is equivalent to an ACA. The machine (which we shall call ASM) is shown in Fig. 
3. An ASM is essentially a restricted type of an on-line single-tape Turing machine. 
initially contains blanks) 
RWH (two-way read-write head) 
0 a a . . .a  $ 
1 2 n 
( input  s t r ing  with r ight  endmarker, on - l ine)  
Fig. 3. An ASM. 
An ASM operates as follows. Initially, all cells of the worktape contain A's. The 
read-write head (RWH) makes alternate right-to-left and left-to-right sweeps on the 
work'tape, changing states and rewriting the worktape contents only during a right-to- 
left sweep. During a left-to-right sweep the machine does not change states nor 
rewrites the worktape contents. Except for the first sweep (which starts in state Po), 
the machine starts a right-to-left sweep in a distinguished state qo # Po. An input 
symbol is read if and only if the RWH is scanning A and the machine is in state qo 
(or Po, for the first sweep). The worktape profile of an ASM is shown in Fig. 4. 
The machine starts the initial sweep with the RWH scanning it and with the 
machine in state Po- It then reads an input symbol, replaces A by a non-A symbol, 
changes tate to qo, and moves one cell to the right. In subsequent sweeps (after 
the first sweep) the machine operates as follows. With the machine in state qo and 
with the RWH scanning A, it begins a right-to-left sweep by reading an input symbol, 
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Fig. 4. The worktape profile of an ASM. 
rewriting A by a non-A symbol, changing state (except into qo or Po), and moving 
left. While moving left it replaces the symbols scanned by the RWH by non-A 
symbols and changes tates (except into qo or Po), until the RWH scans a A. The 
machine then replaces A by a non-A symbol, returns to state qo and begins a 
left-to-right sweep. During a left-to-right sweep the machine remains in qo without 
rewriting the worktape, until the RWH scans a A, after which it begins the next 
right-to-left sweep. When the input endmarker $ is read, the machine marks the 
right boundary of the worktape by writing $ on the scanned cell. In each subsequent 
sweep $ is propagated one cell to the left. (We assume that the input endmarker is
not 'consumed' when read by the machine and is always available for rereading.) 
We define acceptance by an ASM as follows. Let A _c F (where F is the tape 
alphabet) be a set of accepting symbols. We say that an input string w = a,a2. . ,  a, 
is accepted by an ASM M if, when given the string a,a2. . ,  a,$, there exists a 
diagonal on its profile that contains only symbols in A u {$}. We say that the ASM 
accepts an input of length n within time T(n) if it accepts on the kth diagonal, 
k<~ T(n). 
It is easy to prove that an ACA and an ASM are equivalent in the following 
sense. Given an ACA with time complexity T(n) we can construct an equivalent 
ASM with time complexity 2T(n) -  1 and vice versa. The proof directly follows 
from the transformations depicted in Fig. 5. Hence, suppose M, is the ACA shown 
in Fig. 5(a). Assume that the leftmost, rightmost, and internal nodes of M, have 
start states Po, ro, and qo, respectively. If we unroll the computation of M, in time 
and space, we obtain the two-dimensional array of combinational circuits A, 
depicted in Fig. 5(b). By introducing nodes at each intersection of the diagonal 
lines, deleting the vertical lines, and removing the input terminals which get A's, 
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the array A 2 of Fig. 5(c) results. A2 is easily simulated by an ASM M2, as depicted 
in Fig. 5(d). For the converse, we simply apply the reverse of the transformations 
described above. Note that if the ASM accepts in time 2T(n) -2  (i.e., it accepts on 
an even diagonal) then the ACA accepts in time T(n) .  For instance, if in Fig. 5(d) 
M2 accepts on diagonal 8-13-20-28-36, then the array A 2 of Fig. 5(c) accepts 
on row 8-13-20-28-36. When A2 is converted to A~, row 8-13-20-28-36 is com- 
bined with row 9-14-21-29-37, so that A~ also accepts at time 3, as indicated in 
Fig. 5(b). 
The sequential machine characterizing an OACA has the worktape profile of Fig. 
6. Call this machine an OASM. An OASM operates in much the same way as an 
ASM, except hat the sweep range is bounded at the left by a boundary marker $. 
Moreover, unlike an ASM, the right boundary marker $ is not propagated one cell 
to the left in each subsequent sweep after reading the input endmarker. On the 
initial sweep the machine starts in state Po ~ qo, The start state in subsequent sweeps 
is qo. Acceptance of an OASM is defined in the same way as an ASM, i.e., an input 
is accepted if there exists a diagonal on the profile containing only symbols in 
A u {$}, where A is the accepting alphabet. Using similar transformations a those 
shown in Fig. 5, it is easy to prove that, given an OACA with time complexity T(n) ,  
we can construct an equivalent OASM with time complexity T(n), and vice versa. 
We now show that there exists a noncontext-free language L that can be accepted 
by an ACA in O(log n) time. 
Proposition 2.1. L = {b, # b,_~ # • • • # b 2 # b~[ bi is the binary representation of  i with 
no leading zeroes, 1 <~ i <~ n} can be accepted by an ACA in time O(log n). 
ProoL It is sufficient o show the construction of an ASM M that accepts L in 
O(log n) time. We only illustrate the construction by means of an example. The 
formal construction is left to the reader. The computation profile of M on input 
111 # 110# 101 # 100# 11 # 10# 15 is depicted in Fig. 7. M has a two-track work- 
tape, and has a single accepting symbol f. While copying the input on its upper 
track, M does the following. 
(1) Reading bi, i = n - 1 , . . . ,  1, M shifts the contents of the lower track of the 
cells to the left of # one cell to the left and writes the symbol read at the beginning 
of the sweep on the lower track of the cell immediately to the left of # .  
(2) Reading #,  M writes # on the rightmost cell and replaces the next # it 
encounters by f. At the same time it compares the contents of the upper and lower 
tracks of the cells to the left of # (which it has changed to f). If the contents of 
the upper track is a binary number which is one greater than the binary number 
stored in the lower track, then M replaces all of these cells by f ;  otherwise, M 
replaces the cells by a nonaccepting symbol r. 
(3) In subsequent sweeps after reading the input endmarker $, M replaces all 
cells by f. [] 
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Fig. 5. (a) M I. (b) A I. 
It is easy to see that an OACA also accepts L in O(log n) time since, by deleting 
the left half of the profile of Fig. 7, we obtain the computation profile of an OASM 
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Fig. 5 (continued). (c) A2. (d) M2. 
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Fig. 6. The worktape profile of an OASM. 
(which characterizes an OACA). Note that a direct construction of the arrays 
accepting L is much more difficult. 
Next we show that the above result cannot be improved, in that ACA's operating 
in o(log n) time can accept only regular sets. 
Proposition 2.2. Let M be an ACA accepting a language L in time o(log n). Then L 
is a regular set. 
Proof. Given M we can easily construct a single-tape Turing machine (TM) which 
simulates M. The TM makes alternate (left-to-right and right-to-left) sweeps on its 
tape. On each sweep it simulates one parallel step of the ACA. The proposition 
follows from a result in [3] which states that any single-tape TM which makes at 
most o(log n) crosses between any two tape cells can accept only regular sets. [] 
We now show the OACA's operating in T(n) time can be simulated by ACA's 
in ½(T(n)+ 1) time. (It seems unlikely that this result holds if "OACA" is replaced 
by "ACA".) 
Proposition 2.3. Given an OACA operating in time T(n), we can construct an 
equivalent ACA operating in time ½(T(n) + 1). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that an OASM operating in T(n) time can be simulated 
in T(n) time by an ASM. We only illustrate the construction by means of an example. 
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Fig. 7. The computation profile of M. 
Let an OASM M~ have the computation profile of Fig. 8. The simulation profile of 
an ASM M2 is shown in Fig. 9. During the first n sweeps M2 directly simulates M~ 
on the right half of its worktape. On the left half of the tape M2 writes an accepting 
symbol f on each cell. When the input endmarker "$" is read, M2 modifies its 
operation by simulating two sweeps of M~ in one sweep (see the dotted lines in 
Fig. 8). The symbols written by M2 are of the form (a, b, c) T, where T denotes 
transposition, and where "b" and "c" correspond to the symbols enclosed by the 
dotted lines in Fig. 8, and "a" is equal to the c of the previous cell. (For the cell 
immediately to the left of the last "$", "a" is equal to "$".) The last such triple of 
symbols written during a sweep is of the form (a,f,f)x; to the left of this symbol 
M2 writes f's. Let A~ be the set of accepting symbols of M1. Then (a, b, c) x is an 
accepting symbol of M2 if (a = $ or a e A]) and (b =f  or b ~ A~). It is easy to verify 
that if M~ accepts in time T(n), then M2 accepts in time T(n). [] 
When T(n) = n, Proposition 2.3 states that the class of languages accepted by 
OACA's in time n is contained in the class of languages accepted by ACA's in time 
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Fig. 8. The computation profile of M~. 
½(n + 1). It is easy to show that a language accepted by an OCA in time n is also 
accepted by an OACA in time n. Since OCA's can accept the linear, Dyck, and 
bracketed context-free languages in real-time [2, 8], we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.4. The linear, Dyck, and bracketed context-free languages can be accepted 
by an A CA ( OA CA ) in time ½( n + 1) (in time n ). 
The above result is optimal since the regular set L={alkal  a in {0, 1},k~1} 
cannot be accepted by an ACA (OACA) in time less than ½(n + 1) (in time less 
than n). 
One can show that the language L = {ckxlx in {0, 1} +, Ixl = k, and the number of 
l's in the binary expansion of Ixl = the number of l's in x} can be recognized by a 
CA and an OCA in time n + log n (see, e.g., [5, 6]), but it seems not possible to 
reduce this time to n. However, we can show that L can be recognized by an OACA 
M in time n (see Fig. 10). While copying the input on its worktape, M builds a 
counter on the cells containing c's to count the length of Ix I. At the same, it checks 
if the length of x is equal to the number of c's. In the next log2k sweeps after 
reading the input endmarker, M checks if the number of l's in the binary expansion 
of Ix[ is equal to the number of l's in x. By Proposition 2.3, L is also accepted by 
an ACA in ½(n + 1) time. Also, a language accepted by a CA in time n can be 
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accepted by an ACA in time n. Thus, it would seem that the class of languages 
accepted by OACA's (ACA's) in time n properly contains the class of languages 
accepted by OCA's (CA's) in time n. 
3. Other accepting modes 
Another way of defining acceptance by a CA is to say that the CA accepts the 
input if there is at least one node which is in an accepting state. Call this CA an 
ECA. A similar definition holds for a one-way ECA (OECA). 
The sequential machine characterizing an ECA (which we shall call ESM) is 
essentially the same as an ASM, except for the definition of acceptance. We say 
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that an ESM accepts the input in time T(n) if an accepting symbol is written on 
or before the T(n)th diagonal of the profile. As in Section 2 we can show that an 
ECA with time complexity T(n) is equivalent to an ESM with time complexity 
2T(n) -  1. For an OECA the characterizing machine (called an OESM) is similar 
to an OASM, except hat it accepts the input as described above. An OECA with 
time complexity T(n) is equivalent to an OESM with time complexity T(n). 
The results we obtained for ACA's also hold for ECA's. However, in general, 
languages accepted by ACA's and ECA's in T(n) time are incomparable. For 
example, the language L~ = {(ab)m I m >/1} is accepted by an ACA in constant time, 
but is not accepted by an ECA in constant time. The language for the converse is 
L2 = {xlx in {0, 1} +, x contains at least one zero}. 
Next, we prove a speed-up theorem for ECA's. 
Propos i t ion  3.1. Let L be a language accepted by an ECA in ½(n + 1)+ R(n) steps, 
R(n)>0.  Then, for every k> 1, we can construct another ECA which accepts L in 
½(n + 1) + R(n) /k  steps. 
Proof .  It is sufficient o prove the speed-up for an ESM. Clearly, we need only 
prove the ease k = 2. Let M~ be an ESM and assume that M~ has the computation 
profile shown in Fig. 11 with the boxes deleted. Then we can construct an ESM M2 
which simulates M~ by blocking the symbols as indicated by the boxes in Fig. 11. 
Note that the simulation is different in each of the four quadrants of the profile. It 
is easy to verify that if M~ writes an accepting symbol on the (n + R(n))th diagonal, 
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Fig. 11. The computation profile of M 1. 
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then M2 writes an accepting symbol on or before the (n +½R(n))th diagonal (see 
Fig. 12). [] 
A result similar to Proposition 3.1 can be shown for OECA's, i.e., if L is accepted 
by an OECA in n + R(n) steps, then L is accepted by another OECA in n + R(n)/k 
steps, for every k > 1. 
An ECA can be generalized. A k -ECA M is an ECA which accepts an input 
string x if at some time during the computation the array enters into a configuration 
wherein there are at least min{ixl, k} distinct accepting states. Note that if Ix[ <~ k, 
every node must be in a distinct accepting state. Clearly, an ECA is a 1-ECA. A 
one-way k -ECA is denoted by k-OECA. 
For the next result, we assume that if a node in a k -ECA enters an accepting 
state, it remains in an accepting state. 
Proposition 3.2. Let k >~ 2. The class of languages accepted by (k-1) -ECA's  in 
constant ime is properly contained in the class of languages accepted by k-ECA's in 
constant ime. 
Proof. First we show that there is a language accepted by a k-ECA in constant 
time that cannot be accepted by a constant-time (k - 1)-ECA. Consider the language 
Lk = {xlx in {c, a l , . . . ,  ak} +, X contains a,, i = 1 , . . . ,  k}. Clearly, Lk can be accepted 
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by a constant-time k-ECA, in which a node with input ai (c) enters an accepting 
(nonaccepting) state f~ (p) and remains in this state. 
Lk cannot be accepted by a (k -1 ) -ECA in constant ime. For assume Lk 
can be accepted by a (k -1 ) -ECAM in time t. Let the string x= 
c. . .  ca~c.., ca2c... Cak_~C... cakc.., c (where the number of c's between the ai's 
is n, n>2t )  be applied to the array with (n+l )k+n nodes. Let S(i) be the set of 
2t + 1 nodes consisting of the node which gets ai and its 2t nearest neighbors. Let 
F(i) be the set of accepting states of the nodes in S(i) at time t. The cardinality of 
F(i) is at least one for i = 1 , . . . ,  k; otherwise, we can replace a~ by aj, i #j,  and 
the resulting string will still be accepted. Moreover, F(i) - (U  j,, iF(j)) is not empty; 
otherwise, we can again replace ai by some aj, i ~j. It follows that F (1 ) , . . . ,  F(k) 
contain accepting states f~,. . .  ,fk, respectively, such that they are all distinct. Now 
we can replace a~ by a2 and M will still enter a configuration with at least k -1  
accepting states. 
We now show that every language accepted by a constant-time (k -1 ) -ECA can 
be accepted by a constant-time k-ECA. Let M~ be a (k -  1)-ECA with accepting 
states f~, . . . ,  f,. We may assume that if a string is accepted by M~, then it is accepted 
in t moves and no earlier. Moreover, no node enters an accepting state before this 
time. (Otherwise, we can modify M~ by incorporating a counter so that it delays 
entry into an accepting state until time t.) We construct a k-ECA M2 that accepts 
the language accepted by M~ as follows. M2 will have as accepting states f~, . . . ,  f ,  
and g. On a given input M2 simulates M~ for t steps and then does the following. 
Each node of M2 initializes a counter which it increments at each time step. If a 
node is in a nonaccepting state, it changes the state to g (g is a nonaccepting state 
which will later be changed to g). If the node is in an accepting state f~, it changes 
the state to .~ and sends a signal si to its fight. The signal si remembers the states 
of the nodes it encounters as it moves right. If si encounters a node in state g, the 
signal dies (i.e., the propagation of si stops at the node). If si meets an accepting 
state that has appeared before, it replaces the state by g and the signal dies. Signal 
si dies when it reaches the rightmost node. Clearly, the signal dies after at most k 
steps. After k steps (and each node knows this because it has a counter), the nodes 
change states from j~ to f~ and from g to g. 
The above result also holds for one-way k-ECA's. [] 
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